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1. IntroductionThe crucial role of defects, specifically, ofvacancies, in determining the physico-chemi-cal properties of crystalline solid bodies is wellknown. It becomes vital when dealing withsmall particles due to their enormous activity(catalytical, diffusional etc). For the first timethe conclusion on the increase of the vacancyconcentration in small particles was made inpaper [1] resulting from the analysis of ex-perimental data on the melting temperaturelowering with the particle size decreasing.Later an attempt was made to investigate thesize dependence of the vacancy formationenergy in quasi-chemical approximation, tak-ing into account the role of the surface andthe ejecting Laplace pressure [2]. It was foundthat for fcc metals with Vv~0.5Ω (Vv is thesingle vacancy volume and Ω is the atomicvolume) the concentration of vacancies actu-ally does not depend on particle size. Recent-ly the concept of Laplace pressure has failed

to describe the properties of small-size parti-cles [3], thus stimulating further developmentof the concept of size dependence of the va-cancy concentration in small particles. Fun-damentally it can be reduced to the determi-nation of the size dependence of the vacancyformation energy.2. Estimating vacancyformation energyLet us use the fact of proportionality be-tween the vacancy formation energy and themelting temperature Ts [4-6],E Tv s= γ , (1)where γ is a constant depending on the struc-ture type. As the particle of radius r has lowermelting temperature Tr than the bulk samples,then the passage from bulk samples to smallparticles the decrease in melting temperature
∆T = Tr - Ts corresponds to the decrease ofthe vacancy formation energy
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∆E Tv = γ∆ . (2)Also it is well known, that with the de-crease of the size of a small spherical particle,the evaporation energy decreases, because theparticle before evaporation still has the sur-face energy 4πr2σ. It was Frenkel [6] who hadshown that processes of vacancy evaporationand formation were similar to each other andtherefore the formation energy of vacanciesshould have the order of the evaporation en-ergy of vacancies. Consequently, for a parti-cle of radius r the formation energy is de-creased by the quantity
∆ ΩE rv s= 3σ (3)According to the triple point model [7], thelowering of the melting point of free particleson decreasing their size is given by the ex-pression
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So, from the equality of ∆Ev values deter-mined from expressions (2) and (3) togetherwith (4) one can obtain the expression for thevacancy formation energy in the bulk
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σ δ σ1 1 3/ .         (5)Here σs and σl  are specific surface ener-gies in the solid and liquid phases, respective-

ly, at the particle melting temperature Tr, ρ isthe density, λ is the melting heat, δ is the rel-ative volume change under melting. There-fore, if the values of specific surface energiesin the solid σs and liquid σl phases are known,one can estimate the value of the vacancy for-mation energy Ev. Note that expression (5)contains the surface energy of the liquid phasebelow the melting point of bulk samples. Inthis temperature region the energy is deter-mined only for several easy-melting metalsand only for small supercoolings. That is whyin this work we extrapolate it below the melt-ing temperature, as it was done in [7]. Theresults of estimations are presented in Table.One can see, that the values of the vacancyformation energy Ev, estimated according toexpression (7), are in satisfactory agreementwith the literature data. To our mind it is be-cause experimental data, usually reported inthe literature, correspond to temperaturesclose to the melting point. In this temperatureregion the temperature dependence of the spe-cific surface energy in solid phase σs(T) is al-ready nonlinear and at the same time the ac-curacy of the values, estimated according toexpression (7), is much lower. Basically, if onehas the data on the temperature dependenceof the quantity σs(T) in the region where it islinear (e.g. far from the melting point) it willallow, probably, to estimate not only the val-ue of the vacancy formation energy Ev but itstemperature dependence too.

Element   Ev,eV [8]    Ev, eV,            λ,  σl,  dσ                σs,   δ, %    T, 0C                      caclulated    kJ/mol    erg/cm2         dT             erg/cm2    [27]          on (5)      [27]        [27]           [27]              [9]Ag        0.92        0.71    11.3 903          0.16            1140   3.8    750Au        1.08         0.8    12.37 1140        0.52             1450   5.1    970Al      0.77 [26]     0.68    10.47       866 [9]        0.15 [9] 1140   6.5    180Cu      1.11 [26]       0.7    13.02 1350        0.24             1720   4.2   1006Pt        1.58       1.16    19.7 1800        0.17             2340 6.6 [29]   1310In        0.53         0.5    3.27          585 [9]       0.1 [9] 633   2.0    142
β-Sn        0.52            0.4       7.08 544     0.07            673      2.3          215Pb        0.49       0.35    4.98 468          0.13             560  3.5    309Fe    -       1.01    13.8 1872 0.49 2320   3.5   1410Bi    -       0.41    11.0 378 0.07 521 -3.35    239

Table. Comparison of calculated values of the vacancy formation energy Ev with theavailable ones [8].
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3. Size dependence of vacancyformation energyFor estimation of the size dependence ofthe vacancy formation energy it is sufficientto use expression (1). The particle of radius rhas a lower melting temperature Tr than thebulk sample. Then neglecting the changes instructure type its vacancy formation energyEr may be expressed asE E TTr v r
s=                            (6)Figure 1 shows the dependence of the va-cancy formation energy Er as a function of theinverse radius of the particles. This depend-ence has been plotted using the experimentaldata on the melting temperature lowering forgold particles [10, 11] and associated natu-rally with the volume vacancies. Such depend-ence has the same shape for metals for whichthe measured data on the size dependence ofthe melting temperature are available in liter-ature (Sn, Bi, Pb, In, Al).Size dependence of the vacancy formationenergy could also be estimated theoreticallyaccording to the molecular-kinetic consider-ations with usage of expression (3). This rela-tionship has been plotted in Fig. 1 for goldparticles with σ=1500erg/ñm2 and

Ω=16.96·10-24ñm3 (solid line). One can ob-serve good agreement with the data calculat-ed from the melting temperature loweringmeasured for small particles.If we assume that the decrease of the lat-tice constant in small particles is due to theincreased concentration of vacancies in them[13], then the experimental data on the de-crease of this constant also allow us to esti-mate the size dependence of the vacancy for-mation energy. We have done this using theexperimental data on the size dependence ofthe lattice parameter in Cu, Ag and Au islandfilms [13]. The size dependence of Er has beencalculated from the following expressionE kT V a a er v S K= 





ln 13 0∆
Ω ∆ , (7)

where ∆a/a0 is the relative decrease of the lat-tice parameter, ∆Vv=Ω-Vv, es/k is the term re-lated to the changes of the oscillation entropyunder vacancy formation, k is Boltzmann�sconstant.Figure 1 depicts the values of the vacancyformation energy calculated from the data on

the decrease of the lattice parameter for smallAu, Ag and Cu particles [13-16, 23-25].These values lie much lower than ones evalu-ated from the melting temperature loweringin small particles.This difference seems to be natural and itis probably due to the following reasons. Thepopulation of surface and near-surface atomsin small particles with the size less than 100•may attain the value of several tens percent.So it is the surface and near-surface vacan-cies that determine mainly the properties ofsuch particles. This conclusion is supportedby the  following estimates.The number of broken bonds for atoms atface (111) of bulk fcc single crystals is equalto 3. Under formation of an adsorption atom,the atom leaves the surface where it has 9nearest neighbours and arrives on the surfacewhere it has 3 neighbours with simultaneousformation of a vacancy, the number of brokenbonds being equal to 6. The value of the ener-gy associated with this process is about 0.7eVwhereas the energy value for the vacancy for-mation for volume vacancies is equal to 1eV.This value agrees with the measured data forface (111) of Cu single crystals [17,20]. Onecan estimate the formation energy of the sur-face vacancy as the difference between the en-ergies the atom has �inside� the surface andat the fracture where the atom removed from

Fig.1. Size dependence of vacancy formationenergy for small particles as a function of theirinverse radius (� denotes the data calculatedfrom the melting temperature lowering for smallgold particles [10, 11], solid line correspondsto expression (5), dash-dot line is for the esti-mates of surface vacancies formation energy[21,22], o, 5, õ are the values, calculated fromexperimental data on the lattice parameter low-ering for small Au, Ag and Cu particles, re-spectively [13-16, 23-25],  g  is the measuredvalue of the Ni surface vacancy formation en-ergy [28].
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the surface should be placed in order to forma vacancy. As the atom at the fracture has 6nearest neighbours, the number of brokenbonds in the latter process is equal to 3 out of9 available bonds and the formation energy ofthe surface vacancy has the value ~0.33eV.As was established in paper [18],  with thedecrease of the crystal size the number of bro-ken bonds for atoms at the surface of Wulffcc polyhedron decreases and approaches 6.In this situation the formation energy of thesurface vacancy also decreases to the value~0.3eV because for such small particles theformation of the surface vacancy leads to thenumber of broken bonds equalling  2-3 out of6 available.The estimates described above agree withthe experimental results available in literature.For example, paper [28] obtained for the for-mation energy of surface vacancies the value0.25eV studying the defects at nickel surfaceduring ion bombardment. Moreover, the val-ues of the vacancy formation and vacancy mi-gration energies for intergrain boundaries de-crease as compared with the volume ones, asfollows from the results of experimental in-vestigation of intergrain diffusion [21, 22].These lowerings are such that the ratio of ac-tivation energies for diffusion at grain bound-aries and in volume is equal to 0.35-0.55 forfcc metals. If we assume that the minimumvalue of the latter ratio holds for the ratio offormation energies of surface and volume va-cancies, then the size dependence of the sur-face vacancy formation energy may be evalu-ated from the size dependence of the volumevacancy formation energy obtained from thedata on the melting temperature lowering(dash-dot line in fig. 1). These values of thesurface vacancy formation energy are slightlyhigher than the ones calculated from experi-mental data on the lattice parameter decreas-ing in small particles. This small difference isprobably due not only to the changes in theatom coordination with the decrease of parti-cle size described above. As was shown by anumber of computer simulations [12], this dif-ference is also caused by the decreasing of theabsolute value of binding energy per atomwith the decrease in particle size.Let us extrapolate the experimental data onthe decrease of the formation energy of  bothvolume and surface vacancies up to the lowestsizes.  It appears, that there is a critical sizewhen one can�t separate vacancies into vol-

ume and surface ones. The value of such sizeis about 5 Å that agrees with the literature dataand corresponds, probably, to the vacuum-particle transition layer. This fact is obviousfrom the curve in fig. 2 showing the ratio ofthe surface vacancy formation energy to thevolume vacancy formation energy.It is worth mentioning that the new sizeeffect was established while studying smallparticles of ionic compounds of NaCl type. Itwas found that volume defects become sur-face ones with the crystal size decreasing [32].This conclusion is also supported by the re-sults of treating surface properties of closelypacked clusters within the framework of dif-ferent theoretical models [31] as well as bythe results of molecular dynamic investigationof the melting process of clusters of atomswith binary interaction [12]. It was shown thatat room temperature the vacancies mainlyarise at the surface of a cluster and only thenthey pass to the outer vacant shell. This trans-fer disrupts the perfect cluster structure, ex-isting at zero temperature when the next shellis filled after the preceding one. On increas-ing the temperature, the next shell begins tobe filled before the preceding one is full, i.e.,at room temperature the inner shells have va-cancies.Therefore the binding energy of the atomchanges more smoothly with the increase ofcluster size. As the vacancy formation energyin the inner shell exceeds the one at the sur-face shell substantially, this difference, accord-ing to the results of paper [31], is not so large.This fact is explained by interaction that con-verts vacancies in the outer shells to the inner

Fig.2. Size dependence of the ratio of for-mation energy of surface vacancies (obtainedfrom the decrease of the lattice constant) tothe volume vacancies (obtained from themelting temperature lowering)
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ones. All these facts point out that values ofthe vacancy formation energy obtained fromthe data on the decrease of the lattice param-eter are associated with the surface vacancies.As the population of surface and near-surfaceatoms in small particles may attain the valueof several tens percent, the decreasing of thelattice parameter in small particles is causedby the surface and near-surface vacancies.4. SummaryIt was shown that the formation energy ofboth volume and surface vacancies decreaseswith the decrease in particle size. There is acritical size when all vacancies due to smallsize become the surface ones. These resultsallow one to explain from one viewpoint thevarious properties of small particles, for ex-ample, the enormous rate of sintering, cata-lytical activity, the «liquid-like» coalescence[19] discovered long ago etc.
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